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Introducing the Herzberg HG-8022-1: Professional Chafing Dish – the ultimate solution for keeping your food warm and
ready at any event or celebration. With its elegant design and mirror finish, this chafing dish adds a touch of sophistication to
your dining experience. Crafted from top-quality stainless steel, it boasts durability that can withstand everyday use. The
food-grade stainless steel material ensures safety and hygiene, as it is rust and corrosion-resistant.

The Herzberg HG-8022-1 Chafing Dish comes complete with a folded welded rack, cover, water pan, food pan, 2 fuel
holders, and a lid. The welded integrated handle on the frame remains cool to the touch, providing convenience and safety.
The well-balanced and stable frame features foldable legs for easy placement, storage, and transport. The mirror finish not
only adds to its elegance but also allows for effortless cleaning.



Perfect for catering and food service, buffets, hotel breakfast areas, brunches, potlucks, parties, wedding banquets, and self-
service events, this chafing dish ensures that your food remains at the optimal temperature for the best cuisine. Its 9-quart
capacity provides ample space for your culinary creations.

 

 

Features:

Premium Quality Construction: The Herzberg HG-8022-1 Professional Chafing Dish is crafted from high-quality SUS201
stainless steel, ensuring durability and long-lasting performance. It is built to withstand the rigors of everyday use, making it
perfect for professional catering or home cooking. Keep Food Warm and Ready: With its 9-quart food pan capacity, this
chafing dish is designed to maintain the proper temperature of your dishes, keeping them warm and ready to serve. It ensures
that your cuisine stays delicious and appetizing throughout your event or celebration. Superior Design for Catering and
Food Service: The elegant and stylish design of the Herzberg HG-8022-1 makes it the ideal choice for catering and food
service. Its mirror finish adds a touch of sophistication, while the foldable leg design allows for easy storage, transportation,
and placement on buffet tables or serving stations. Convenient and Easy to Clean: The chafing dish features a lid holder
with cool-touch handles, providing a safe and practical way to keep the lid within reach while serving. The mirror finish
stainless steel material is not only visually appealing but also easy to clean, making post-event cleanup a breeze. Rust and
Corrosion Resistant: The food-grade stainless steel material used in the construction of the chafing dish ensures its
resistance to rust and corrosion. This guarantees the safety and longevity of the product, allowing you to enjoy its benefits
for years to come. Safe and Eco-Friendly: The Herzberg HG-8022-1 operates without the need for electricity, making it a
safe and eco-friendly option for keeping your food warm. The fuel safety burners provide the necessary heat without
compromising on safety or the environment. Versatile and Practical: This chafing dish is not only perfect for professional
caterers but also for home cooks hosting parties, potlucks, or self-service events. Its large capacity and durable frame make it
a versatile tool for various occasions. Packable Design for Easy Transport and Storage: The foldable legs of the chafing
dish allow for compact packing, making it easy to transport and store. Whether you're a caterer on the go or need to save
space in your kitchen, this feature provides convenience and practicality.

 

 

Specifications:

Brand name: Herzberg Color: Mirror Finish Chome Materials: SUS201 Stainless Steel Leg Style: Welded & Foldable Type
of Pan: 1 Full-Size Pan Food Pan Capacity: 9 L Water Pan Capacity: 85oz/2.5 l Canned Fuel Capsule Capacity: 7oz/207 ml
Product Dimensions: 60.5cm x 36cm x 15.5cm Product Weight: 3.5 kg Frame Thickness: 7.88 mm Water Pan Thickness:
1.97 mm Food Pan Thickness: 1.97 mm Cover Thickness: 0.5 mm?

EAN : 0634158797910

ISBN : 73211900

Weight : 4.80 Kg

Volume : 0.03774 m3

Capacity : 9.00 L

(L x l x H) : 60.00 cm x 37.00 cm x 17.00 cm

Box 4  units

Pallet 44  (Units)

Box dimensions 60cm x 37cm x 17cm

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/quart-stainless-steel-chafing-dish-xml-244_304-4218.html

